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What is Bean Brush?

Bean Brush is a coffee shop where community, quality, and artistic freedom are our top priorities. As such,
you’re going to see those words used a lot throughout this guidebook. We want to build a consistent brand
that feels more cozy than corporate, and more magic than mass-produced.
This is the coffee shop that makes the college town home for artists, musicians, and coffee enthusiasts.
And this is the coffee shop that they bring their families and friends to years later.

What is the purpose of this book?

This book is meant to be a constant companion on your adventure with Bean Brush. It covers what our
goals were when establishing the brand, how we translated this into the design of the brand, and how we
would like you to take it and run with it!
We wanted to keep our guidebook as neat and simple as possible so that you can always refer back to it
quickly before making any design decisions. Should you have any questions, please don’t hesistate to contact the original designer, Abigail Luchsinger, whose information can be found on the last page.
Bean Brush is- to its core- a collaboration, and you are now an integral part of this team. Welcome!
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Humble Beginnings

Bean Brush started as a simple collaboration between a group of design students after one of their campus
coffee shops closed down. They felt there was a lack of spaces for artists to get out of their studios and
collaborate with other artists, and as chain coffee shops were pushing out the small local ones, they felt
there was no time like the present to create this space. As a result, Bean Brush was born. From the beginning, Bean Brush fought to be a place unlike any other in the community. Our unique warehouse location
and bold brand has ensured that we have a strong presence in the Ames community and beyond, drawing
in visiting artists and musicians from around the midwest.

Our Location

We chose our warehouse near Main Street because it offered the perfect amount of open space and easy
accessiblity from all parts of Ames. We are proud to be the only coffee shop of our kind in this location and
proudly sent out our postcards to the neighboring art galleries and studios.

Goals for the Future

We would like to expand Bean Brush to include connected studios for independant artists. This project will
be officially proposed in the spring of 2019, dependant on space availability around our current location.
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History

Art, Coffee, and Community-the Perfect Blend.

Here at Bean Brush, we have a very specific mission. Be the coffee shop for artists by artists. Art is an integral
part of who we are and what we do, and we strive to be an integral part of every local artist’s day.

Bean Brush is:

~ A place for hand-crafted coffee drinks
~ A place to freely create art
~ A place to network and swap stories
~ A place to enjoy live music

Bean Brush is not:

~ A place to simply fufill a corporate quota
~ A place of judgement
~ A place to enter and leave as quickly as possible

Living out our Mission

As a coffee shop for artists by artists, consistency in our branding is essential.
All of our public communications must follow the guidelines in this manual,
so that you can focus on bringing community, quality, and
artistic freedom to our customers.
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Mission

Community

Why do so many people make stopping at a coffee shop a regular part of their day? We would argue it’s
not just for the caffeine kick, but also to return to a welcoming atmosphere. Because of this, we are always
striving to make building community a top priority at Bean Brush.

Quality

Our coffee is roasted, brewed, and served fresh, No exceptions. If we’re going to build a strong community,
we’re gonna need the proper fuel to do so. Quality will never be compromised at Bean Brush- there’s always
a better solution.

Artistic Freedom

With a strong community and high-quality coffee, artistic inspiration is bound to happen. And when it does,
we want to make sure that we have the resources and freedom for it to be put into action. From being able
to paint the walls with chalk to our canvas-covered chairs and tables, we provide the supplies at Bean Brush
so our artisits can create and collaborate as they choose.
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Primary
Our primary logo has two important components: the coffee cup with a hidden “B”, and the coffee stain
circular frame.

Variations

The primary logo is used on all of our packaging and stationary so that

10it becomes easily recognizable to our customers.

Logos

Secondary
Our secondary logo takes that signature “B” coffee cup icon and uses it to spell out our entire brand name.

Usage Guidelines

Both the primary and secondary logos should be used following these guidelines:
~ Do not stretch the logo disproportionately.
~ Always resize the logo in an Adobe program so that you can adjust the borders as needed.
~ When properly resizing the logo in an Adobe program, adjust the coffee cup border seperately from the
text border and the circular frame border. Follow the following resizing guidelines:
- The smallest coffee cup border is .25 px, widest is 10px
- The smallest text border is .5 px, widest is 15px
- The smallest circular frame border is 1 px, widest is 35px
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Primary Color Palette

Deep Turquoise
#19698C
25 105 140
82, 25, 0, 45

Lime Green
#cbd77a
203 215 122
6, 0, 43, 16

Soft Orange
#d9b574
217 181 116
0, 17, 47, 15

Darkest Blue
#161426
22 20 38
42, 47, 0, 85

Soft Taupe
#d5d1b9
203 215 122
0, 2, 13, 16

Light Violet
#f1eef3
217 181 116
1, 2, 0, 5

Secondary Color Palette

Our colors are bright, carefree, and welcoming. Layering of the
primary colors is recommended whenever possible, but the secondary
colors can also be used when necessary.
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Title Text: SignPainter HouseScript
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ! @ # $ % ^ &*

Body Text: Sukhumvit Set
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*

Used For:
- Logo Text

- Heading/title text in public communications
- Barista signatures on nametags/business cards
- Menu titles
- Taglines

Used For:

- Body text in public communications
- Supplementary information on business cards
- Main menu text

Usage Guidelines

- Type spacing in public communications should be 14 pt., with 22pt leading unless otherwise specified.
- When readability is in question, always use Sukhumvit Set instead of SignPainter.
- If SignPainter and Sukhumvit Set are not available (for website browser compatability for example),
use Verdana as your alternative font.
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Business Cards

Usage Guidelines

Business cards should always include the Bean Brush logo on both the front and the back. Employees will
each get their own card, but the design will remain consistent.
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Applications

Stationary
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Applications

Postcards

Website Banner
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Applications

Packaging
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Applications

Menus
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Applications
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Abigail Luchsinger
651-368-3984
abigailluchsinger@gmail.com
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Contact Information

